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DEEP CHIPPING
SURFACE CHIPPING
RODS
SCRATCHES
HIGHLIGHT EDGES
BRUSHED METAL
PANELLING

STREAKING EFFECTS
RUST EFFECTS
SMOKE & GREASE EFFECTS
LIGHTING & SHADING SURFACES
DUST & MUD ACCUMULATION
COLOR TRANSITIONS

DRY APPLICATION WET APPLICATION

37 SPECIAL COLORS
SEMI-GREASE WATERPENCILS

THE BEST WEAPON FOR MODELING

Weathering pencils are water-based pencils with 17cm semi-grease paint specially for 
use in modeling. Specially formulated with the most suitable basic colors to achieve all 
the effects in a very simple way.

They are very easy to control, clean, and of course they are not toxic. It is 
an ideal tool both for people who want to introduce themselves in modeling 
and for more advanced modelers who can discover their properties in 
different effects.

We recommend using them on a matt surface to achieve optimal 
results, but thanks to their semi-fat tip can be used on other 
finishes getting.

1€/ EACH

tutorial

shop

dossier

https://youtu.be/5I3S4-aQPkY
https://ak-interactive.com/product-category/ak-weathering-pencils/ak-weathering-pencils-single/
http://www.ak-masters.com/ak/AKNEWSMARCH2019/AK PENCILS DOSSIER.pdf
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AK10039

AK10043

AK10040

AK10044

AK10041

AK10045

AK10042

AK10046

Black & White
Shading & Effects Set

Grey & Blue
Shading & Effects Set

Green & Brown
Shading & Effects Set

Dirt
Marks Set

Rust & Streaking
Effects Set

Basic Colors
Shading & Demotion Set

Chipping
& Aging Set

Metallic
Effects Set

5€ / EACH

NEWS MARCH2019

WEATHERING PENCILS SPECIAL SETS

8 different sets with 
five paintings each 
specially designed 

with a single purpose, 
to make life easier for 
the modeler. You can 
find everything from 

rust to chipping colors, 
this new technique, 

along with other 
common techniques, 
can take your model 

to another level. 
Perfect for beginner or 

experimented modelers.

shop

tutorial

dossier

https://ak-interactive.com/product-category/ak-weathering-pencils/ak-weathering-pencils-set/
https://youtu.be/5I3S4-aQPkY
http://www.ak-masters.com/ak/AKNEWSMARCH2019/AK PENCILS DOSSIER.pdf
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37 €

WEATHERING
PENCILS

AK10047
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Luxury edition box containing 37 watercolor pencils for easy 
transport. A high quality box to keep your special pencils safe 
and ready for the most extreme weathering, get it now!!!

                                                     EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

DELUXE EDITION BOX

COMING SOON!!!

shop

https://ak-interactive.com/product/weathering-pencils-deluxe-edition-box/
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Issue number 8 of the well-known Learnig Series collection focuses 
on  figure painting, in this manual you will find all the information, 
tricks and secrets related to modern camouflage painting. Different 
types of figures in different scales in which the artists apply 
different styles and techniques to show different ways to achieve 
the best results in the figures. This book is profusely illustrated with 
step-by-step photos and descriptive text that explain the secrets 
of these uniforms. The instructive drawings or the color schemes 
are also among the different things you will find in their pages. 
Complete the collection!

English and Spanish. 92 pages. Soft cover.

AK247 AK LEARNING 8
MODERN FIGURES CAMOUFLAGES

9.95 €

shop

https://ak-interactive.com/product/ak-learning-8-modern-figures-camouflages/
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AK6305 AKTION MAGAZINE
ISSUE 03
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AKtion is a high quality magazine focused on the wargames world. 
This third issue features the Normandy scenery, something special 
for enthusiasts of strategy games like Bolt, Flames and many 
others, but it also includes other very interesting sections for any 
wargames lover. If war games are your thing, this is, without a 
doubt, your magazine.

The articles are always prepared with the player in mind so that 
they can have their accessories perfect and ready for battle in an 
easy and fast way.

INDEX:
Sherman 
Panther A 
A Normandy House
Allied and Axis forces in Normandy  
Easy way to make a Bocage from France! 
Coastal defence Bunker 
Hans & Helmut 
D-Day
SChwere Panzer Kampflaufer IV-A 
Cosplay market 
Painting Blood Sister Nyara 

English and Spanish. 72 pages. Soft cover.

8 €

shop

https://ak-interactive.com/product/aktion-magazine-issue-03/
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AK253 RUST N’ DUST 
SERIES VOL.1 MUD
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AK-Interactive, in collaboration with Desert Eagle publishing, 
presents the Rust n ‘Dust series, where we combine exclusive 
reference material with modeling techniques. All with a single 
purpose: that the modeler can build  a vehicle in the most realistic 
way with a lot of precise material and a small step-by-step guide 
for each technique. Having good references and knowing what 
techniques to use is the key for modelers, who will provide you 
with the necessary tools for success. The Rust n ‘Dust series 
of books is created to allow you to study the photos and then 
implement the techniques shown in your models. In this volume 
we can see detailed pictures of mud in IDF vehicles and an 
example of application on a Merkava 1:35.

English. 80 pages. Soft cover.

10.50€

shop

https://ak-interactive.com/product/rust-n-dust-series-vol-1/
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MP35-334

MP35-402

MP35-373

1:35

MEDIC 82ND

AIRBORNE DIVISION

INDUSTRIAL
RUINED CHIMNEY

PACIFIC SHERMAN 
FIELD ARMOR UPDATE

NEWS MARCH2019

NEW
REFERENCES

Resin 1:35 Figure of American doctor to paint alone or 
to use in his scenes.

Resin 1:35 scale. Includes chimney and debris. 235 mm

Photoetched and resin parts for the conversion of the 
DML6441 kit (not included).

Complete kit to make a factory chimney destroyed with some of its pieces. 
This resin kit offers great potential for dioramas with figures and/or vehicles 
and is also a spectacular piece in itself.

We also present Mig Productions news for this month: two reissues 
and a spectacular damaged  industrial chimney  at 1:35 scale. Our 
offer will continue to grow every month ...

This conversion allows you to make an attractive version of the 
Sherman in the Pacific campaign. An original and different kit.

11.95€

36.95€

26.95€

https://ak-interactive.com/product/medic-82nd-airborne-division/
https://ak-interactive.com/product/industrial-ruined-chimney/
https://ak-interactive.com/product/pacific-sherman-field-armor-update/
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WWW.AK-INTERACTIVE.COM
ORDER@AK-INTERACTIVE.COM

mailto:order@ak-interactive.com

